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Three different models of MF1 strain mice were studied to measure the effects of gonadal secre-

tions and sex chromosome type and number on body weight and composition, and on related

metabolic variables such as glucose homeostasis, feeding, and activity. The 3 genetic models varied

sex chromosome complement in different ways, as follows: 1) “four core genotypes” mice, com-

prising XX and XY gonadal males, and XX and XY gonadal females; 2) the XY* model comprising

groups similar to XO, XX, XY, and XXY; and 3) a novel model comprising 6 groups having XO, XX,

and XY chromosomes with either testes or ovaries. In gonadally intact mice, gonadal males were

heavier than gonadal females, but sex chromosome complement also influenced weight. The

male/female difference was abolished by adult gonadectomy, after which mice with 2 sex chro-

mosomes (XX or XY) had greater body weight and percentage of body fat than mice with 1 X

chromosome. A second sex chromosome of either type, X or Y, had similar effects, indicating that

the 2 sex chromosomes each possess factors that influence body weight and composition in the MF1

genetic background. Sex chromosome complement also influenced metabolic variables such as

food intake and glucose tolerance. The results reveal a role for the Y chromosome in metabolism

independent of testes and gonadal hormones and point to a small number of X–Y gene pairs with

similar coding sequences as candidates for causing these effects. (Endocrinology 154: 1092–1104,

2013)

Compared to men, women have more fat mass, more

subcutaneous fat, but less visceral fat (1–3). Women

may be at greater risk for obesity, but the visceral adiposity

found in men and postmenopausal women may place

them at greater risk for cardiometabolic diseases, relative

to young women. Most sex differences in humans are at-

tributed to effects of gonadal hormones (4, 5). We recently

reported that the number of X chromosomes has impor-

tant effects on body weight, adiposity, and susceptibility

to metabolic disease in C57BL/6J mice (6). After removing

the gonads of adults to unmask the role of sex chromo-

some complement, mice with 2 X chromosomes weigh

24% more than mice with 1 X chromosome, irrespective

of the presence of a Y chromosome. The presence of 2 vs

1 X chromosome also led to accelerated weight gain on a

high-fat diet (HFD) and promoted the development of

fatty liver and elevated lipid and insulin levels. These stud-

ies were conducted using several mouse models on a

C57BL/6J background in which the number and type of

sex chromosomes were manipulated, often independently

of gonadal sex.

In the present study, we investigated sex chromosome

and gonadal effects on body weight and adiposity of MF1

strain mice with informative sex chromosome genotypes

that are not possible to generate on the C57BL/6J back-

ground (6). Earlier studies of MF1 mice indicated that

mice with a single X chromosome have a modest (�5%)

postnatal growth deficit in the first 5 weeks after birth,
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compared with XX or XY mice (7). This sex chromosome

effect was attributed to haploinsufficiency of a nonpseu-

doautosomal X gene in XO relative to XX mice. Because

a second sex chromosome of either type, X or Y, increased

postnatal growth, the genes of interest are likely to be

paralogous genes on the X and Y chromosomes. The X

gene partners in these X–Y gene pairs typically escape

inactivation and are expressed higher in mice with 2 X

chromosomes than in mice with 1 X chromosome (6, 8).

To unmask the effects of X and Y genes on obesity and

metabolism, we manipulated the number/type of sex chro-

mosomes in MF1 mice, gonadectomized (GDX) as adults

to control the levels of adult gonadal hormones. We found

that a second sex chromosome, either X or Y, increased

body weight and adiposity, and influenced feeding and

glucose homeostasis. The results show an overlap in the

roles of X and Y genes and point to important nongonadal

functions of Y genes other than Sry (sex determining re-

gion of the Y chromosome).

Materials and Methods

Mice
Mice were separated by gonadal sex and housed in groups

(except where noted) and maintained at 23°C with lights on from
7 AM to 7 PM. Mice were fed a regular chow diet (5% fat, 24%
protein, Lab Diet 5001, www.labdiet.com). As noted, some mice

were fed HFD (35.5% fat, Bioserve F3282, www.bio-serv.com).

All mice were GDX at 60 days after birth to allow comparison

of groups under conditions of equal (zero) gonadal hormone

levels that reveal sex chromosome effects when comparing XX

and XY groups, and long-lasting effects of gonadal hormones in

groups differing in gonadal type.

All mice were MF1. Although MF1 were originally random-

bred, the X chromosomes of all mice used were identical and

derived originally from mating an XY mouse with his XO mother

to produce a line of mice with identical X chromosomes bred

onto outbred stock (Paul Burgoyne, personal communication).

Thus, differences between mice with 1 vs 2 X chromosomes were

attributable to the number of X chromosomes, not X

polymorphism.

Mice in this study were generated by 3 different crosses. Ge-

notypes and simpler “shorthand” nomenclature are defined in

Table 1 and Figure 1.

Cross A: Four core genotypes (FCG) (Table 1)

The FCG model compares XX and XY mice independent of

gonadal sex. The 4 genotypes are as follows: XX and XY mice

with testes (XXM and XYM, Sry-positive) and XX and XY mice

with ovaries (XXF and XYF, Sry-negative) (6, 9, 10). XX females

are mated to XY�(Sry�) males, which have a Y� (“Yminus”)

chromosome deleted for the testis-determining gene Sry, plus an

Sry autosomal transgene. The Y� chromosome and Sry trans-

gene segregate independently, so that gonadal sex is not deter-

mined by sex chromosome complement. The FCG model com-

pares only mice with 2 sex chromosomes, in contrast to the other

2 crosses used here, which vary number and type of sex chro-

Table 1. Genotypes of the 3 Crosses

Groups Genotypes Shorthand
Gonadal

sex NPX NPY
PAR
(Sts) Sry Xp Xm XPA

Cross A: MF1 XX� � �XY� (Sry�) (produces the 4 core genotypes)
1� XX XXF F 2 0 2 0 1 1 2
2� XY� XYF F 1 1 2 0 0 1 1
3� XX(Sry�) XXM M 2 0 2 1 1 1 2
4� XY�(Sry�) XYM M 1 1 2 1 0 1 1

Cross B: MF1 XX� � XY�Y*X(Sry�) �

1�� XX XX Both 2 0 2 1� or 0� 1 1 2
2�� XY*X XO � PAR Both 1 0 2 1� or 0� 0 1 2
3�� XY� XY Both 1 1 2 1� or 0� 0 1 1
4�� XO XO Both 1 0 1 1� or 0� 0 1 1
5�� XXY*X 2X � PAR Both 2 0 3 1� or 0� 1 1 3
6�� XY�Y*X XY � PAR Both 1 1 3 1� or 0� 0 1 2
7�� XXY� XXY Both 2 1 3 1� or 0� 1 1 2

Cross C: XX� � XY*
� (XY* model)

1� XO XO F 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
2� XY*X XO � PAR F 1 0 2 0 0 1 2
3� XX XX F 2 0 2 0 1 1 2
4� XY* XY M 1 1 1 1 0 1 2
5� XXY*

XXY M 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

Abbreviations: NPX, nonpseudoautosomal region of the X chromosome; NPY, nonpseudoautosomal region of the Y chromosome; Xp, X
chromosome inherited from the father; Xm, X chromosome inherited from the mother; XPA, small PAR-adjacent region of the NPX region
containing a small number (�6–8) coding genes, variably present as an extra copy in some of the progeny in of XY* mice (Figure 1). In the XY*
model, 3 regions of PAR are shown in Figure 1, which are variably present on the aberrant chromosomes. This table tallies the numbers of PAR
region C shown in Figure 1, which contains steroid sulfatase (Sts), the only known PAR coding gene in mice. The XY* chromosome in group 5 of
cross C is the fusion of NPY and NPX with an aberrant intervening PAR. The Y� chromosome is from strain 129 (11). In cross B, genotypes 4 and 5
are rare.
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mosomes. FCG XY gonadal males are quite similar to wild-type
(WT) males (9).

Cross B (Table 1)
This cross, designed by Paul Burgoyne, allows the detection of

effects of 2 vs 1 sex chromosome, independent of gonadal sex,
keeping the number of pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) equal to
2 as in WT XX and XY mice. XX females were mated with
XY�Y*X(Sry�) gonadal males that possess the Y� chromosome
from FCG mice (cross A), plus the small Y*X chromosome that
is nearly equivalent to a PAR (11), plus the autosomal Sry trans-
gene. The cross produces progeny with 14 different genotypes, 7
different combinations of sex chromosomes each with or with-
out Sry. In this study, we compared only genotypes 1, 2, and 3
(with or without the Sry, 6 genotypes total; Table 1). Cross B
allows measuring the effect of a Y chromosome independent of
gonadal sex, which cannot be achieved from studies of cross C,
where all Y-bearing mice are gonadal males. Once the gonadal
independence of a Y effect is established in cross B, as demon-

strated here, the much simpler cross C
can be used for further studies.

Cross C: Progeny of XY* males

(Table 1)
XX gonadal females were mated with

XY* gonadal males. The Y* chromo-
some includes a complex rearrangement
of the PAR and produces mice with un-
usual complements of sex chromosomes
genetically similar to XX, XY, XXY,
XO, and XO�PAR (11–13). Compari-
sons include mice with 1 vs 2 copies of
most regions of the X chromosome
(groups 1 and 2 vs groups 3 and 5; Table
1), or mice with (groups 4 and 5) vs with-
out (groups 1, 2, and 3) most regions of
the Y chromosome. Group 5 has 2 non-
PAR X regions and 1 non-PAR Y region,
with gene dosages closely comparable to
those of mice with 3 sex chromosomes.
Mice with a Y chromosome have testes.

Four cohorts of mice were studied.
One cohort of FCG mice was studied for
body weight/composition for 22 weeks
after GDX (Figures 2D and 3, A and B),
then measured in metabolic cages at 8–9
months after GDX (Figure 3, C–E) and
then tested for glucose tolerance (Figure
3, F and G) and euthanized. One cohort
of cross B mice was fed chow diet for 20
weeks after GDX (Figures 4 and 5A),
then fed an HFD for 7 weeks, and then
euthanized (Figure 5, B–G). One cohort
of cross C (XY* model) mice were fed
regular chow for 19 weeks after GDX
(Figure 6A). A second cohort of cross C
was fed HFD for 16 weeks beginning 4
weeks after GDX, then given a glucose
tolerance test, and euthanized (Figure 6,
B and C, and Figure 7, F and G). A subset

of this cohort was tested for feeding be-

havior and body temperature (Figure 7, A–E). In addition, body

weights were analyzed from large numbers of cross A (FCG) mice

before postnatal day 60 (Figure 1, A–C). Numbers of mice mea-

sured are shown in the figures.

Genotyping
Groups were discriminated by PCR on tail DNA based on the

presence/absence of Sry and of Y chromosome gene Ssty, or

based on karyotype from metaphase fibroblasts.

Body composition
Body composition (lean and fat mass) was determined by

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy using a Mouse

Minispec (Bruker Woodlands, Texas) with Echo Medical Sys-

tems (Houston, Texas) software (14). Nuclear magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy was performed on cross A mice at 9 months

after GDX, on cross B mice at 5 months after GDX, and then

after a further 7 weeks on HFD.

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the component regions of the sex chromosomes of mice used

in the present study, expanded from (11). See Table 1 for a comparison of the number of copies

of each chromosomal region in the 3 crosses. *P � .05.
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Energy balance
Eight calibrated Oxymax metabolic cages (Columbus Instru-

ments, Columbus, Ohio) were used to study energy balance in
cross A (FCG) mice 9 months after GDX (Figure 3, C–E). Mice
were housed individually for 4 days and 3 nights to measure
parameters at 12-minute intervals: horizontal physical activity,
vertical physical activity, and oxygen consumption.

Glucose homeostasis
Baseline glucose levels were determined in mice fasted 5 hours

(8 AM to 1 AM) with a OneTouch Glucose Meter (LifeScan, Mil-
pitas, California), using blood obtained by retro-orbital punc-
ture under isoflurane anesthesia. A glucose tolerance test in-
volved injecting fasted mice intraperitoneally with glucose (2
mg/g body weight) and determining glucose levels at 15, 30, 60,

and 180 minutes after injection (Figures 3, G and H, and 7, F and

G).

Body temperature
Body temperature was measured as described in cross C (Fig-

ure 7, D and E) with a BAT-10 digital thermometer with a Ret-3

rectal probe (PhysiTemp Instruments, Clifton, New Jersey).

HFD and food intake
A cohort of cross C (XY*) mice was fed HFD beginning at 4

weeks after GDX. Mice were habituated to individual housing

for 5 days; then HFD was begun and continued for 4 days while

mice were individually housed. Food intake, body weight, and

temperature were measured at 8:30 AM and 5 PM. Then, mice

were group-housed in the same social groups as before single

housing. At 8 and 16 weeks after onset of HFD, the mice were

also individually housed again for 4-day periods for food intake

measurements at 8:30 AM and 5 PM, each time rehousing mice in

the same groups after the 4-day period. During each of the three

4-day periods, the amount of food eaten per day and per night

was determined by weighing food remaining from a known start-

ing quantity, at 8:30 AM and 5 PM. Care was taken to account for

food crumbs that were present on the cage floor.

Quantitative RT-PCR
Tissues (eg, skeletal muscle) were dissected and immediately

frozen in liquid nitrogen and then stored at �80°C. RNA was

isolated using Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) and

quantitative RT-PCR was performed as described (6). Expres-

sion of target genes was expressed relative to expression of at

least 2 control genes. Primer sequences are provided in Supple-

mental Table 1, published on The Endocrine Society’s Journals

Online web site at http://endo.endojournals.org.

Statistical analyses
For cross A (FCG), we used 2-way ANOVAs to measure ef-

fects of sex chromosome complement (XX vs XY) and gonadal

sex (male vs female), or a 3-way ANOVA with the repeated

factor of time. For cross B, we used an overall 2-way ANOVA (3

levels of genotype, 2 levels of gonadal sex), and planned 2-way

ANOVAs (factors of genotype and gonadal sex) to assess dif-

ferences between XX vs XO�PAR, XY vs XO�PAR, and XX vs

XY. For cross C, we ran 2-way ANOVAs with factors of geno-

type and repeated factor of time for data of Figure 6, A and C,

1-way ANOVAs to compare gonadal male vs females or mice

with 1 vs more than 1 sex chromosomes, 2-way ANOVAs (fac-

tors of gonadal sex and number of non-PAR X chromosome

regions), and/or 1-way ANOVAs comparing mice with the 1 vs

2 vs 3 non-PAR regions of sex chromosomes. We also directly

compared XO�PAR mice pairwise to XX, XY, or XXY mice

using 1-way ANOVAs.

For analysis of oxygen consumption of FCG mice in Oyxmax

cages (Figure 3C), we performed multiple regression analysis of

the volume of oxygen consumed, analyzed for day and night

separately, with covariates of gonadal sex (male vs female), sex

chromosome complement (XX vs XY), fat mass, and lean mass.

Fat and lean mass were analyzed as either absolute or percentage

of body mass and considered as either individual covariates sep-

arately or 2 factors.

Figure 2. Body weight of FCG mice (cross A). A, Individual body

weight, divided by mean litter weight, was greater in XY than XX mice

on the day of birth. B, At weaning (day 21), body weight divided by

mean litter weight was greater in gonadal females than gonadal

males. C, By day 45, gonadal males weighed more than gonadal

females, but XX mice weighed more than XY mice in gonadal males,

leading to a statistically significant interaction (X, F(1,1377) � 14.35, P �

.0002, 2-way ANOVA with factors of sex chromosome complement

and gonadal sex). D, After gonadectomy (GDX) at day 60, gonadal

males stopped increasing body weight until their weight was not

different from that of gonadal females by 4 weeks after GDX. During

weeks 10–22 after GDX, XY mice weighed more than XX mice,

irrespective of gonadal sex. Group sizes were XXF (9), XXM (10), XYF

(10), and XYM (10). *P � .05, **P � .01, †P � .0001, ‡P � .00001. F,

female; M, male.
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Results

Gonadal sex and sex chromosome complement

influence prepubertal and postpubertal body

weight

In FCG mice, the 4 genotypes had similar body weights

at postnatal day 1 and at weaning (day 21) (not shown).

Because body weight in neonatal mice varies inversely

with litter size, we divided body weight of each mouse by

mean body weight of its litter and found that newborn XY

mice were 4% heavier than XX, regardless of gonadal sex

(F(1,285) � 11.1, P � .001; Figure 2A) (15). By 21 days, the

sex chromosome effect was no longer evident (Figure 2B).

By day 45, gonadal males weighed 22% more than females

(F(1,1377) � 1157, P � .000001; Figure 2C). In gonadal

male but not female groups, XX mice were 4% heavier

than XY mice (interaction of sex and sex chromosome

complement, F(1,1377) �14.4, P � .0002). Similar patterns

were found at day 60 (0 week, XX � XY 9%, male [M] �

female [F] 28%; Figure 2D). Thus, sex chromosome com-

plement influences body weight during the first 45 days

after birth, but gonadal hormones cause greater body

weight in males by day 45.

Effects of sex chromosome complement on

adiposity of GDX adult FCG mice

To assess the effects of sex chromosome complement

better, FCG MF1 mice were GDX at 60 days of age to

remove acute effects of gonadal hormones (Figure 2D).

Sex chromosome complement affected the response to

GDX (F(17,647) � 5.39, P � .000001, interaction of sex

chromosome complement and time, repeated measures

ANOVA with factors of sex chromosome complement,

gonadal sex, and time). By 5 weeks after GDX, the dif-

ference between gonadal males and females had disap-

peared, indicating that it was caused by acute differences

in levels of gonadal secretions prior to GDX, and not by

Figure 3. Body composition of FCG (cross A) mice eating a chow diet 9 months after GDX. A, XY mice had more body fat relative to body weight

than XX mice (F(1,27) � 5.21, P � .03, 2-way ANOVA). B, Groups did not differ in lean mass as percentage of body weight (BW). C, O2

consumption did not differ among groups. D, Groups did not differ in activity in the horizontal plane. E, XX mice had greater rearing activity,

relative to XY mice, as detected by breaking a laser beam in the vertical axis of the cage. F and G, Compared to XX mice, XY mice showed similar

increase in blood glucose levels in response to injection of glucose, but impaired glucose clearance. H, Area under the curve in G indicates slower

clearance of glucose in XY relative to XX mice. I, XY mice had higher expression levels of hexokinase 2 (Hk2) and pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 4

(Pdk4) mRNA in skeletal muscle. F, female; M, male. *P � .05, **P � .01.
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nongonadal effects of Sry. Beginning at 5 weeks after

GDX, a new pattern for weight differences emerged, with

XY mice weighing progressively more than XX mice. Dur-

ing 10–22 weeks after GDX, XY mice weighed more than

XX (F(1,466) � 5.96, P � .02). There were no significant

effects of gonadal sex, or significant interactions between

gonadal sex, sex chromosome complement, and age (re-

peated measures 3-way ANOVA).

Chromosome complement also affected body compo-

sition. At 9 months after GDX, XY mice (vs XX) had

�20% higher percentage body fat (F(1,27) � 5.21, P � .03;

Figure 3A), or nearly one-third higher absolute fat mass

(F(1,27) � 5.6, P � .03; Supplemental Figure 1A). The XY

mice had a trend to corresponding reduced percentage

lean body mass (F(1,27) �4.17, P � .051; Figure 3B and

Supplemental Figure 1B). To identify factors that could

contribute to greater adiposity in XY mice, we investi-

gated energy expenditure and physical activity in FCG

mice at 9 months after GDX. No significant differences

were detected among the 4 genotypes in oxygen consump-

tion (analyzed by multiple regression; see Materials and

Methods) (Figure 3C). However, XX mice exhibited

greater rearing activity, as detected by breaking a laser

beam in the vertical axis of the cage (F(1,27) �4.23, P �

.049; Figure 3E), with no differences detected in activity

along the horizontal axis (Figure 3D). Overall, these find-

ings raise the possibility that increased activity contributes

to the lower adiposity in XX compared to XY mice.

Sex chromosome complement influences glucose

homeostasis in FCG mice

Obesity is associated with impaired glucose metabo-

lism. To determine whether the increased adiposity in XY

mice was associated with metabolic dysregulation, we as-

sessed glucose tolerance in fasted FCG mice. XY and XX

mice showed a similar increase in blood glucose levels in

response to an acute glucose challenge, but XY showed

impaired glucose clearance relative to XX (area under the

curve [AUC], F(1,27) � 6.33, P � .02; Figure 3, F and G).

Gonadal males and females were not different. XY mice

exhibited higher expression levels of hexokinase 2 (Hk2)

and pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 4 (Pdk4) in skeletal

muscle (F(1,26) �13.8, P � .001 for Pdk4, F(1,26) �6.85,

P � .02 for Hk2; Figure 2H). This suggests that XY mice

do not have impaired early steps in glycolysis, such as

phosphorylation of glucose by hexokinase, but may have

altered gluconeogenesis and/or glucose oxidation, both of

which are regulated by Pdk4. Together our results indicate

that GDX XY mice exhibit increased adiposity and im-

paired glucose disposal. It is unclear whether an inherent

deficit in glucose tolerance in XY mice is a cause or con-

sequence of excess adiposity.

The presence of 2 sex chromosomes, compared to

1 sex chromosome, increases body weight and

adiposity

The study of FCG mice led to the initial conclusion that

sex chromosome complement (XX vs XY) influences body

weight, adiposity, and glucose homeostasis in MF1 mice

lacking gonadal hormones. The genetic differences that

could explain this XX vs XY difference include the pres-

ence/absence of the Y chromosome, and the number or

parental imprint of the X chromosome. To discriminate

between X-linkage and Y-linkage of the relevant sex de-

terminant(s), we measured body weight and composition

Figure 4. Body weight and composition in cross B eating a chow diet.

A, Before gonadectomy (GDX) at day 60, the 3 gonadal male groups

weighed 24% more than the 3 gonadal female groups (F(1,42) �

62.8, P � .000001, 2-way ANOVA with factors of genotype and

gonadal sex). Nineteen weeks after GDX, genotype influenced body

weight (F(2,33) � 10, P � .0005, 2-way ANOVA with factors of

gonadal sex and genotype), but there was no effect of gonadal sex. XX

mice were 20% heavier than XO�PAR (F(1,22) � 8.64, P � .008),

independent of gonadal sex. XY mice were 30% heavier than

XO�PAR (F(1,19) � 25.8, P � .00007), independent of gonadal sex. B,

Fat mass relative to body weight was higher in XX and XY compared

to mice with 1 X chromosome (XO�PAR). C, Lean mass relative to

body weight was lower in XX and XY mice than in mice with 1 X

chromosome (XO�PAR). **P � .01, ***P � .001.
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in cross B, which varies the number of X chromosomes and

the presence/absence of the Y chromosome, independently

of each other. The 6 groups are XX, XY, and XO�PAR

gonadal males, and XX, XY, and XO�PAR gonadal fe-

males. In cross B, the XO�PAR mice also carry 2 PARs,

as do WT XX and XY.

Just before GDX on day 60 (Figure 4A), the 3 gonadal

male groups weighed 24% more than the 3 gonadal female

groups (F(1,42) � 62.8, P � .000001, 2-way ANOVA with

factors of genotype and gonadal sex). In addition, the 2

groups with a Y chromosome were 3% to 9% heavier than

those without a Y chromosome (F(1,42) � 6.46, P � .02,

2-way ANOVA with factors of Y chromosome and sex),

independent of the gonadal sex of the mice. Genotype

affected the change in body weight after GDX (interaction

of genotype and time, F(38,760) � 10.5, P � .000001, re-

peated measures 3-way ANOVA with factors of genotype,

sex, and time; Figure 4A). Nineteen weeks after GDX,

genotype influenced body weight (F(2,33) � 10, P � .0004,

2-way ANOVA with factors of gonadal sex and geno-

type), but there was no effect of gonadal sex. Two-X mice

were 20% heavier than 1-X mice (F(1,22) � 8.64, P �

.008), independent of gonadal sex. XY mice were 30%

heavier than 1-X mice (F(1,19) � 25.8, P � .00007), inde-

pendent of gonadal sex.

These results support the conclusion that a second sex

chromosome, either an X or a Y, increases body weight,

relative to mice with 1 X chromosome. This conclusion

leads to a reinterpretation of results from FCG mice (Fig-

ure 2D), where the main contrast was between mice with

XX vs XY sex chromosomes. In light of the results from

cross B, the greater body weight and adiposity of XY FCG

mice relative to XX suggests that, under some conditions,

the effect of the second sex chromosome to increase body

weight is greater if that chromosome is Y rather than X.

The stronger effect of the Y chromosome is reflected in

Figure 5. Body weight and composition in cross B mice fed after consuming an HFD for 7 weeks beginning 5 months after GDX. A, XX and XY

mice were heavier than mice with 1 X chromosome (XO�PAR). B, XY mice had greater relative fat mass than mice with 1 X chromosome. C, XY

mice had less relative lean mass than single-X mice. D and E, Relative liver and kidney weights did not differ among groups. F, Relative gonadal fat

weight was higher in mice that previously had ovaries (gonadal female mice) in the XX vs XO�PAR comparison, and higher in XY than XO mice.

G, Relative inguinal fat mass did not differ among groups. *P � .05, **P � .01, †P � .0001.
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some, but not all, measurements of cross B (see

Discussion).

At 20 weeks after GDX (Figure 4A), XX and XY mice

had about 40% greater relative body fat than XO�PAR

mice, regardless of gonadal sex (XX vs XO�PAR, F(1,24)

� 9.48, P � .005; XY vs XO�PAR, F(1,23) � 15.1, P �

.0002, 2-way ANOVAs with factors of genotype and sex;

Figure 4B and Supplemental Figure 2). XO�PAR mice

had approximately 11% greater percentage of lean body

mass than either XX or XY mice (Figure 4C;

XX�XO�PAR, F(1,24) � 9.64, P � .005;

XY�XO�PAR, F(1,23) � 14.3, P � .001). The type of

gonads originally present had no effect, as gonadal males

and females of each genotype were indistinguishable in

both fat and lean mass. Body composition was indistin-

guishable between XX and XY mice, indicating that a

second sex chromosome—whether X or Y—increases the

proportion of body mass in the adipose compartment, rel-

ative to that found in single-X mice.

Effect of 2 vs 1 sex chromosome on response to

HFD

The mice of Figure 3A were fed a high-fat, simple car-

bohydrate diet for 7 weeks, beginning at 20 weeks after

GDX. During this period, all genotypes gained weight

(Figure 5A and Supplemental Figure 3). At the end of this

period, XX mice weighed 16% more than XO�PAR mice

(F(1,25) � 10.4, P � .006), and XY mice weighed 26%

more than XO�PAR mice (F(1,25) � 39, P � .00003). XY

mice were not significantly heavier than XX mice (F(1,28)

� 4.01, P � .06). There was no effect of gonadal sex.

Body composition on HFD showed similar patterns as

body weight. XY mice had higher percentage body fat

than XO�PAR (Figure 5B; F(1,23) � 5.01, P � .04), and

lower percentage lean mass (Figure 5C; F(1,23) � 5.21, P �

.04). XX mice were similar to XY but not significantly

different from XO�PAR (Figure 5, B and C). At the end

of the HFD period (at 9 months of age), liver and kidney

weight were proportionally similar in all genotypes (Fig-

ure 5, D and E), and their absolute weight paralleled body

weight (Supplemental Figure 3). However, genotypes dif-

fered in the distribution of body fat. Gonadal fat weighed

more in XY mice relative to XX (F(1,26) � 4.42, P � .05)

or XO�PAR (F(1,24) � 9.82, P � .005; Figure 5F). In

addition, gonadal fat pads were larger in gonadal females

than males in XX and XO�PAR mice (F(1,24) � 9.48, P �

.005; Figure 5F). In contrast to gonadal fat depots, ingui-

nal subcutaneous fat pad was proportionally similar in all

genotypes (Figure 5G). Thus, the larger adipose tissue de-

pots in mice with 2 (vs 1) sex chromosomes were primarily

evident in the gonadal fat depot.

Confirmation of the X and Y chromosome effects

on body weight in an independent genetic model

The experiments with cross B demonstrated that the

metabolic effects of a second sex chromosome in mice on

a chow diet were independent of gonadal type (Figure 4).

To evaluate the effect of having the 3 non-PAR regions of

sex chromosomes compared to 2 or 1, we produced mice

using the XY* model, with the genotypes comparable to

the following: XX, XY, XXY, XO, and XO�PAR (cross

C; Figure 1 and Table 1). This model is unique in allowing

a determination of the Y chromosome effect in the pres-

ence of 1 or 2 non-PAR regions of the X chromosome, and

the ability to compare XO with and without a second

PAR.

Figure 6. Body weight in cross C (XY* model) mice before and after gonadectomy (GDX) at day 60. A, Before GDX, the 2 groups with testes

were heavier than the 3 groups with ovaries. Nineteen weeks after GDX, mice with more than 1 sex chromosome (XX, XY, XXY) were heavier than

mice with 1 X chromosome (XO or XO�PAR) (F(1,50) � 7.19, P � .01). Groups sizes: XO (6), XX (11), XO�PAR (11), XY (12), and XXY (12). B, In a

second cohort of XY* model mice, 4 weeks after GDX, body weight was greater in mice with more than 1 sex chromosome than in mice with 1 X

chromosome, and greater in pairwise comparisons of XXY or XY mice relative to mice with 1 X chromosome (XO�PAR). C, The cohort of mice

shown in B was fed HFD for 16 weeks beginning 4 weeks after GDX. All groups increased body weight, but XX mice increased more and became

as heavy as XXY mice, significantly heavier than the 2 groups of mice with 1 X chromosome. *P � .05, ***P � .001, ‡P � .00001.
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Just before GDX at 60 days, the gonadal males (XY,

XXY) were 29% heavier than gonadal females (XO, XX,

and XO�PAR) (F(1,50) � 164, P � .000001; Figure 6A,

1-way ANOVA). In addition, mice with 2 X chromosomes

were 13% heavier than mice with 1 X chromosome (F(1,48)

� 4.46, P � .04). After GDX, the body weights changed

over time (interaction of genotype and time, F(72,924) �

3.39, P � .000001, 2-way repeated measures ANOVA

with factors of genotype and time; Figure 6A). Body

weight of gonadal males and females converged and were

no longer significantly different by 11 weeks after GDX.

By contrast, 2 X mice became significantly heavier than 1

X mice by 6–10 weeks after GDX. At 19 weeks after GDX,

body weight of 1 X mice (XO and XO�PAR) was 12% to

14% less than in those with 2 or 3 non-PAR regions of sex

chromosomes (XX, XY, or XXY, F(1,50) � 7.19, P � .01,

1-way ANOVA). The results from crosses B and C are

consistent in demonstrating that single-X chromosome

mice have lower body weight than mice with more than 1

sex chromosome.

X chromosome number affects body weight,

feeding, and body temperature in mice on an HFD

A second cohort of cross C mice received the HFD for

16 weeks, beginning 4 weeks after GDX at day 60. Ge-

notype affected the change in body weight (interaction of

genotype and time, F(72,1322) � 4.14, P � 000001; Figure

6C, 2-way repeated measures ANOVA with factors of

genotype and time). At 4 weeks after GDX, gonadally

intact mice with more than 1 sex chromosome weighed

more than 1 X mice (XXY � XY � XX � XO�PAR �

XO, F(1,73) � 19.7, P(XX vs X) � 0.0003, 2-way ANOVA

with factors of gonadal sex and number of non-PAR re-

gions of the X chromosomes; Figure 6B). In addition, go-

Figure 7. Body weight change, food consumption, body temperature, and glucose tolerance of mice in cross C (XY* model) after eating an HFD

for 16 weeks. A, In the first 3 days and nights of the HFD, the amount of weight gain correlated with the number of sex chromosomes (1-way

ANOVA, 1 vs 2 vs 3 non-PAR regions of sex chromosomes, F(2,48) � 3.64, P � .033). XXY mice gained more weight than XO�PAR mice. B,

Similarly in the first 3 nights during the active period, the amount of food eaten correlated with the number of sex chromosomes (1-way ANOVA,

1 vs 2 vs 3 non-PAR regions of sex chromosomes, F(2,48) � 14.2, P � .00002). XXY mice ate more than XO�PAR mice. C, The amount of food

consumed during the first 3 days did not differ among groups. D and E, AM and PM body temperature at the end of the 16-week HFD period was

higher in mice with fewer sex chromosomes (1-way ANOVA, 1 vs 2 vs 3 sex chromosomes, F(2,48) � 11.1, P � .002). In the PM, pairwise

comparisons showed that XXY and XY mice had lower body temperature than XO�PAR mice (F(1,14) � 21, P � .0004, XXY vs XO�PAR; F(1,20) �

7.1, P � .015, XY vs XO�PAR). F, Blood glucose levels after injection of glucose. G, Area under the curve in F. Glucose clearance was slightly more

efficient for mice having 1 X chromosome than the other 3 groups (1-way ANOVA on AUC, comparing mice with 1 vs 2 vs 3 non-PAR regions of

sex chromosomes [F(2,66) � 4.11, P � .02]). *P � .05, ***P � .001, †P � .0001, ‡P � .00001.
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nadal males weighed more than gonadal females (F(1,73) �

54.4, P [Y vs no Y] � .000001). The relative order of body

weights was maintained over the 16 weeks of HFD, except

that the XX group increased body weight more than XY

(Figure 6C). At the end of the study, the body weight of 2

X mice were the same, and all 1 X groups, regardless of the

presence of a Y chromosome or second PAR, had similarly

lower body weights (Figure 6C). In a 2-way ANOVA with

factors of Y (present vs absent) and X chromosome num-

ber (1 vs 2 non-PAR X), both factors were significant at the

beginning of the HFD (X: F(1,73) � 11.5, P � .0003; Y:

F(1,73) � 54.4, P � .00001), but only X chromosome num-

ber was significant at the end (F(1,73) � 11.5, P � .001).

We monitored body weight and food intake for the first

few days of HFD feeding and found that XO mice gained

less weight than mice with more sex chromosomes (Figure

7A; 1-way ANOVA: 1 vs 2 vs 3 non-PAR regions of sex

chromosomes, F(2,48) � 3.64, P � .033). This was asso-

ciated with increased food intake by mice with more than

1 sex chromosome compared to XO mice specifically dur-

ing the active period (night; Figure 7B); food intake was

similar among all genotypes during the daytime (Figure

7C). Food consumption was measured again at 8 and 16

weeks after onset of the HFD, at which point the amount

of food consumed was significantly lower than at the out-

set and was not different among groups (data not shown).

After 16 weeks of HFD, body temperature at either

8:30 AM or 5 PM, over 3 consecutive days, was inversely

related to the number of sex chromosomes (F(2,48) � 11.1,

P � .002, 1-way ANOVA, 1 vs 2 vs 3 non-PAR regions of

sex chromosomes; Figure 7, D and E). Thus, in general, the

mice gaining the least weight had the highest body tem-

peratures. Additionally, mice with a Y chromosome had

significantly lower body temperature than mice with no Y

chromosome (Figure 7, D and E). Thus, some of the sex

chromosome effect on body temperature could potentially

be explained by long-lasting effects of gonadal hormones

acting before GDX.

At the end of 16 weeks of HFD feeding, glucose clear-

ance after an acute glucose challenge was slightly more

efficient for mice having fewer sex chromosomes, as as-

sessed for 3 hours following glucose administration (Fig-

ure 7, F and G; 1-way ANOVA on AUC, 1 vs 2 vs 3

non-PAR regions of sex chromosomes, F(2,67) � 4.11, P �

.02). The reduced glucose tolerance parallels the increased

body weight and adiposity in mice with 2 vs 1 sex

chromosome.

Discussion

The present results show that a second sex chromosome,

either Y or X, causes similar increases in body weight,

adiposity, and lean mass of GDX MF1 mice, relative to

mice with a single X chromosome. Importantly, the effects

are independent of the gonadal sex of the mouse. We also

demonstrated effects of X and Y chromosome comple-

ment on feeding behavior and body temperature in mice

fed an HFD, which may contribute to the observed dif-

ferences in weight and adiposity. In addition, there was

evidence for metabolic dysregulation in the form of im-

paired glucose tolerance in mice with more than 1 sex

chromosomes compared to those with a single X chromo-

some. The results provide new evidence for the role of

non-Sry Y genes in controlling nongonadal traits. The sim-

ilar effects of a second sex chromosome—either X or Y—

suggest that the 2 sex chromosomes possess similar deter-

minant(s) affecting body weight and metabolic regulation.

One similarity of the X and Y chromosomes, despite their

dramatic difference in size and gene content and the lack

of recombination with each other in non-PAR regions, is

that they harbor pairs of X–Y paralogous genes with very

similar protein coding sequences. The X partners of the

paired X–Y genes usually escape inactivation and are ex-

pressed at higher levels in XX than in XY or XO mice, in

numerous tissues including metabolic tissues such as fat

and liver (6, 8, 16, 17). Thus, the present results support

the hypothesis that 1 or more of these X–Y gene pairs has

a significant impact on metabolism, growth, and

adiposity.

The present results provide an interesting comparison

to our recent report that the number of X chromosomes

contributes to sex differences in body weight and adiposity

in mice (6). In FCG mice on a C57BL/6J background,

GDX in adulthood, XX mice became much more obese

than XY mice, irrespective of their gonadal sex. Moreover,

GDX C57BL/6J XX mice fed an HFD showed more met-

abolic dysregulation relative to XY mice, including hy-

perinsulinemia and development of fatty liver. Based on

analysis of the C57BL/6J XY* cross (analogous to cross

C), the XX vs XY difference was attributed to the number

of X chromosomes, and the presence or absence of a Y

chromosome had no apparent effect. Here, we report that

similar effects of X chromosome number are found in ran-

dom-bred MF1 mice. In MF1 mice, however, we found

that the effect of a second X chromosome was mimicked

by the effect of a Y chromosome.

The current results suggest several metabolic processes

that are influenced by sex chromosome number, which

might underlie the enhanced adiposity in MF1 mice with

more than 1 sex chromosome. In cross C mice (XY*

model), groups of mice with lower body weight and adi-

posity had higher body temperatures, raising the possibil-

ity that differences in sex chromosome type or number

affected metabolic processes influencing body tempera-
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ture that in turn produced differences in body weight and

adiposity. The GDX cross C mice with more than 1 sex

chromosome also showed significantly higher food intake

during the night, relative to single-X mice, when they were

first fed the HFD; this effect warrants further investigation

regarding the effects of sex chromosome complement on

feeding behavior. Interestingly, in C57BL/6J FCG mice,

we observed that XX mice ate more during the daytime

than XY mice (6); studies are in progress to determine the

physiological mechanism involved. Finally, in GDX FCG

mice, we found some evidence for more rearing activity in

XX than XY mice, but not more activity in the horizontal

plane. Because activity was measured over a relatively

short period, longer periods of observation are needed to

characterize fully the effects of sex chromosome comple-

ment on physical activity and the downstream effects on

body weight. Other possible mediators of the sex chro-

mosome effects include alterations in the inflammatory

response in adipose tissue, liver, or brain (18).

The results from crosses B (Figures 4 and 5) and C

(Figures 6 and 7) provide convergent support for the con-

clusion that a second sex chromosome, either X or Y,

increases body weight after adult gonadectomy. In cross B,

XY and XX mice, relative to mice with 1 X chromosome,

were clearly heavier and had greater relative body fat and

lower relative lean mass, independent of gonad type. Be-

cause all mice in cross B had 2 PARs, differences between

groups are attributable to the number of copies of the

non-PAR regions of the X or Y chromosomes. In cross C,

XO mice, GDX as adults, weighed less than XX, XY, or

XXY mice. At 4 weeks after GDX, the presence of the Y

chromosome or second X chromosome increased body

weight relative to that of single-X mice. Mice with 2 sex

chromosomes (XX, XY, 2 non-PAR regions) did not differ

significantly from mice with 3 non-PAR regions (similar to

XXY), suggesting a plateau in the effects of more than 2

sex chromosomes.

The analysis of FCG mice (Figures 2 and 3) suggests

that sometimes the effect of the second sex chromosome is

stronger if that chromosome is Y rather than X. For ex-

ample, XY mice, relative to XX, were heavier, had greater

relative body fat, and showed greater glucose intolerance.

However, the differences between XX and XY were pres-

ent but less consistent (or did not reach statistical signif-

icance) in the analysis of Figures 4 and 5 (cross B). For

example, at 19 weeks after GDX, XY mice, relative to XX,

had greater absolute lean mass but not fat mass (Supple-

mental Figure 2), and the 2 groups did not differ in body

weight or percentage fat or lean mass. After eating an

HFD, XX and XY mice did not differ in body weight or

body composition (Figure 5). The variable results could

stem from insufficient statistical power in some studies, or

genetic or environmental variability across experiments.

The sometimes greater effect of the Y chromosome re-

mains a question for further research.

The functional similarity of non-PAR regions of the X

and Y chromosomes is predicted from theories of evolu-

tion of the sex chromosomes. The Y chromosome is

thought to be a degenerate version of the X chromosome

(19–21). Nevertheless, a few genes have survived the mas-

sive degenerative forces on the Y chromosome, including

the Y partners of X–Y gene pairs. The explanation for

survival of the Y genes is that they and their X partners

perform similar essential functions, so that null mutation

of the Y gene in XY animals is highly deleterious and

results in rapid removal from the population of the Y chro-

mosome carrying such a mutation. In the present example,

we find that the non-PAR X and Y have similar effects on

metabolism. Thus, although the many Y genes are in-

volved in male sexual development and function (22–24),

the Y chromosome does not just have testis-specific func-

tions. Although the Y genes have a role only in males, the

present evidence suggests that these Y genes do not make

males phenotypically different from females, but makes

them phenotypically more similar to females because they

compensate (25) for the lack of the second X chromosome.

The candidate X–Y paralogous non-PAR gene pairs,

which may cause the similar effects of the X and Y chro-

mosomes reported here, include Ddx3x/Ddx3y, Eif2s3x/

Eif2s3y, Kdm5c/Kdm5d, Kdm6a/Uty, Uba1/Ube1y1, and

Usp9x/Usp9y. All of the X partners of these pairs show

higher expression in XX vs XY or XX vs XO mice in 1 or

more metabolic or other tissues in adult mouse (6, 8, 26–

28), as expected if the X gene escapes inactivation. Many

of these genes are also found on human sex chromosomes

and escape inactivation. However, only the first 4 of these

6 X genes have been reported to escape inactivation based

on assays performed to date (16, 29–32). These genes are

generally widely expressed in many tissues and are posi-

tioned in important pathways that could influence meta-

bolic processes, because of their known roles in translation

initiation, posttranslational modification, epigenetic pro-

gramming, cell proliferation and apoptosis, tumor sup-

pression, tissue differentiation, and so on (33–38). The sex

differences in expression of these genes occur at all ages

tested to date, and therefore, it is not clear whether the sex

chromosome effects are exerted early in development

(akin to organizational effects of gonadal hormones) or

throughout life.

The present results are relevant to a dissection of genetic

effects of sex chromosome aneuploidy, including Turner

(XO) and Klinefelter syndrome (XXY). Both of these syn-

dromes are associated with greater adiposity and meta-

bolic disease (39, 40). In studies of humans, the direct
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effects of aneuploidy on metabolic tissues are difficult to

dissociate from indirect effects resulting from different lev-

els of gonadal hormones. For example, the greater adi-

posity of gonadally intact XO women, relative to XX (op-

posite in direction to the effects reported here), could be

based on endocrine differences rather than direct effects of

X chromosome genes. In our mouse models, the XO vs XX

genotypes can be compared in individuals with testes or

ovaries, with or without their gonads. The mouse models

therefore offer significant advantages for disentangling

the hormonal and genetic components regulating metab-

olism. The X genes discovered to influence metabolism in

mice may later be tested for similar effects in humans.

The present results show the advantages of comparing

sex chromosome effects in different mouse strains. Our

analysis of MF1 mice reinforces the conclusion, based on

study of C57BL/6J mice, that the second X chromosome

of females increases body weight and adiposity and has

strong influences on metabolic regulation. Part of this ef-

fect is the result of increased food intake in XX relative to

XY. The present analysis extends the previous conclu-

sions, because we find that in some genetic backgrounds,

the Y chromosome shows effects similar to those of the X

chromosome. Moreover, we present evidence for the first

time that the number of sex chromosomes influences body

temperature and alters glucose homeostasis. The results

raise questions about which of these effects is primary and

which are secondary to the increased adiposity or other

effects. The sex chromosome effects that we observe are

present in mice with or without their gonads, but are larger

in the absence of gonadal hormones in adults (6). Thus,

they may be most relevant to humans that are hypogo-

nadal, for example, in postmenopausal women or aging

men. Identifying the X and Y genetic determinants could

provide a set of novel targets for therapies to treat or pre-

vent obesity.
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